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a b s t r a c t 

Theories suggest that asset encumbrance, the ring-fencing of certain assets for protected debtholders, can 

affect banks’ risk-taking and lead to funding instability. We test these hypotheses using a unique, hand- 

collected dataset on outstanding covered bonds issued by a sample of listed European banks. Our results 

suggest that the effect of asset encumbrance on risk depends on the proportion of debtholders exerting 

market discipline and on the bank’s liquidity buffers. We deal with concerns regarding omitted variables 

and reverse causality using several fixed effects estimations and an instrumental variables approach. Our 

findings can alert policymakers about potential side effects of policy interventions that can induce an 

increase of asset encumbrance in banks. 
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. Introduction 

The 20 07–20 09 global financial crisis and the European 

overeign debt crisis that followed have increased demand for safe 

ssets, which has acted as a catalyst for major adjustments in 

anks’ funding models. Banks are increasingly relying on secured 

ources of financing, such as debt instruments that are secured 

y ring-fenced (or “encumbered”) high-quality assets that can be 

laimed by the holders if the bank defaults. Covered bonds consti- 

ute one notable example of such securities. As a result of the in- 

reased demand for these instruments, the share of covered bonds 

s a proportion of banks’ total gross bond issuance rose from 20% 

o 38% in the euro area from 2005 to 2018 (source: Bloomberg). 

In general, market participants and policymakers have wel- 

omed these instruments owing to their ability to serve as an ad- 

itional source of funding at times when wholesale funding mar- 

ets are stressed. 1 However, several voices have recently raised 
∗ Corresponding authors at: Giacomo Nocera, Audencia Business School, 8 route 

e la Jonelière, 44312 Nantes Cedex 3, France and Emilia Garcia-Appendini, Univer- 

ity of Zurich, Department of Banking and Finance, Zurich, Switzerland. 

E-mail addresses: emilia.garcia@bf.uzh.ch (E. Garcia-Appendini), 

tefano.gatti@unibocconi.it (S. Gatti), gnocera@audencia.com (G. Nocera) . 
1 As an illustration, consider the following remark made by Jean-Claude Trichet 

n a keynote address at the University of Munich on July 13, 2009: “Given that the 
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oncerns that the asset encumbrance associated with these instru- 

ents can lead to increased risk due to the interaction with other 

ank stakeholders (e.g., Bank for International Settlements, 2013 ; 

nternational Monetary Fund, 2013 ). In fact, by reducing their 

esidual claims and lowering their payment priority in case of de- 

ault, asset encumbrance adversely affects the risks of unsecured 

ebtholders and deposit holders through an increase in their losses 

iven a default. In addition, an increased level of asset encum- 

rance could weaken market discipline by tilting the risk away 

rom monitoring agents and toward depositors or other debthold- 

rs with fewer incentives to engage in monitoring, thus resulting 

n greater bank risk-taking. 2 Finally, for banks with reduced liquid- 

ty buffers, encumbrance can influence the likelihood of runs by 

nsecured creditors ( Ahnert et al., 2019 ). 

We use a unique, hand-collected dataset on outstanding cov- 

red bonds issued by listed European banks over the 2005–2016 

eriod to empirically test whether asset encumbrance affects bank 

isk. Therefore, our main analysis concentrates on asset encum- 
nancial crisis clearly exposed the dire consequences of the imprudent evaluation 

f credit risk, the usefulness of more conservative asset classes such as covered 

onds, which have proved to be safe assets over a long time, is obvious”. 
2 Stultz and Johnson (1985) and Birchler (20 0 0) provide theoretical support for 

his argument, while empirical evidence can be found in Danisewicz et al. (2018) . 
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rance stemming from covered bonds, which represent one of the 

ost significant sources of European banks’ asset encumbrance 

 EBA, 2019 ). 3 In an extension to our analysis, we find that our re-

ults are robust to using a more comprehensive measure of asset 

ncumbrance. 

We start our analysis by showing that an increase in asset en- 

umbrance does not have a significant impact on overall risk for 

he average bank in our sample. However, we also find that unse- 

ured debtholders are negatively affected by encumbrance, as the 

rice of insurance against their default risk rises with asset en- 

umbrance. This result is in line with a reduction in the seniority 

f these claims – i.e., “structural subordination” ( EBA, 2013 ) – and 

uggests that, to reduce their expected losses, holders of unsecured 

ebt should have higher incentives to monitor the bank following 

 rise in asset encumbrance. In fact, we find that the effect of asset 

ncumbrance on bank risk exposure depends on the proportion of 

nsecured creditors: for banks with a smaller proportion of unse- 

ured debtholders, an increase in asset encumbrance can lead to 

n overall rise in bank risk, while this relation does not hold as 

he share of monitoring debtholders grows. 

We also provide empirical support for the theoretical predic- 

ion of Ahnert et al. (2019) that the relation between asset encum- 

rance and bank risk depends on the liquidity of the bank’s assets. 

ndeed, by reducing the amount of unencumbered collateral that 

an be promptly liquidated quickly, asset encumbrance can lead to 

ncreased funding fragility if banks do not have enough liquidity 

uffers to service early withdrawals. 

Identifying the effect of asset encumbrance on bank risk is par- 

icularly challenging because the use of encumbered securities may 

e most valuable for riskier banks. Consequently, there is plenty of 

cope for omitted variable or reverse causality bias. We deal with 

hese endogeneity concerns by: ( i ) exploiting the panel dimen- 

ion of our dataset, which allows us to control for time-invariant 

ifferences in the riskiness of encumbered versus unencumbered 

anks; ( ii ) adding year fixed effects and country group by year 

xed effects to our estimations to control for time-varying differ- 

nces in risk and encumbrance for all banks in our sample and in 

hree groups of countries that could be differentially affected by 

ndogeneity concerns (euro-core countries, euro-periphery coun- 

ries, and non-euro countries); and ( iii ) comparing the within-bank 

hanges in risk associated with changes in asset encumbrance sep- 

rately for sets of observations in which endogeneity concerns are 

ore and less likely to present themselves. Most importantly, ( iv ) 

e support our ordinary least squares estimations using an instru- 

ental variables approach that exploits the exogenous variation in 

sset encumbrance arising from common practices in the country 

here the banks are located. 

Our paper sheds light on the policy debate and contributes 

o the literature on the effects of asset encumbrance on risk and 

nancial stability. Despite the systemic importance of this phe- 

omenon, most extant research on the topic is policy-oriented and 

as been conducted by international industry associations (e.g., the 

uropean Covered Bond Council), international policy institutions 

e.g., Bank for International Settlements, 2013 ; Beirne et al., 2011 ; 

uropean Banking Authority, 2012 ), or industry participants, such 

s the fixed-income departments of major European banks. 

Due to limitations on data availability, academic contributions 

o this topic have been mainly theoretical. Gai et al. (2013) posit 

hat encumbrance can interact with a reduced liquidity position, 

eading short-term secured creditors to demand more collateral, 

nd in turn, to a further worsening of the liquidity conditions. 

elberg and Lindset (2014) argue that asset encumbrance has 
3 Section IA.1 in the Appendix describes the institutional background of covered 

onds, and how these give rise to asset encumbrance. 

i

t

A

t

2

ignificant effects on shareholder value but a minor impact on 

ebtholder risk and value. Banal-Estañol et al. (2021) claim that 

he effect of encumbrance depends on the costs of transferring 

ncumbered assets to the secured creditors upon default. Finally, 

hnert et al. (2019) show that the optimal level of encumbrance 

ust reflect the tradeoff between the benefit of expanding prof- 

table investments funded by cheaper senior secured debt, and the 

ost of greater fragility from runs on unsecured debt. We derive 

ome of the testable implications in our empirical analysis from 

he insights developed in these theories. 

Our contribution to the literature is twofold. First, we present 

ovel evidence showing that the relation between encumbrance 

nd risk depends on the structure of the banks’ existing liabili- 

ies, especially the proportion of debtholders who move down on 

he priority ladder with encumbrance. Our results show that en- 

umbrance can be mostly beneficial for banks with a large pro- 

ortion of such debtholders, but it can negatively affect risk if 

xisting debtholders do not exert market discipline. Second, we 

resent evidence consistent with a negative relation between en- 

umbrance and risk that is moderated by higher levels of liquid 

ssets. Our findings can alert policymakers about potential side ef- 

ects of policy interventions that can induce an increase of asset 

ncumbrance in banks, such as the ECB’s covered bond purchase 

rograms (CBPPs). 

. Theoretical framework and development of hypotheses 

By reducing funding costs and promoting investments in safe 

ssets, asset encumbrance should, in principle, have a mitigating 

ffect on bank risk. However, asset encumbrance changes the de 

acto debt priority structure of the bank in at least two key ways. 

n the one hand, asset encumbrance introduces a new class of 

laimants who enjoy top priority in case of default and are secured 

y safe collateral. These new debtholders have few incentives to 

revent an increase in the risk associated with the assets outside 

he cover pool. As shareholders have an option-like claim on the 

rm’s residual cash flows, which increases with risk ( Galai and Ma- 

ulis, 1976 ; Jensen and Meckling, 1976 ; Fama, 1978 ), they might 

ncourage policies that raise the risk levels of the assets outside 

he cover pool (see also Helberg and Lindset, 2014 ). On the other 

and, asset encumbrance changes the debt priority structure of ex- 

sting unsecured debtholders. By ring-fencing high-quality assets to 

he benefit of the covered bondholders, the introduction of asset 

ncumbrance lowers the priority ranking of unsecured debthold- 

rs and increases the risk associated with their claims. Follow- 

ng the arguments in Birchler (20 0 0) and empirical evidence in 

anisewicz et al. (2018) , this should increase the monitoring in- 

ensity of unsecured debtholders due to their greater losses in the 

vent of bankruptcy. In other words, the lower prioritization of the 

nsecured debtholders might lead them to exert greater market 

iscipline ( Calomiris and Kahn, 1991 ; Calomiris, 1999 ; Martinez- 

eria and Schmuckler, 2001 ; Bliss and Flannery, 2002 ). 

The above arguments indicate that the net effect of asset en- 

umbrance on bank risk is ambiguous, which we summarize in the 

ollowing two opposing hypotheses: 

H1a : The net effect of asset encumbrance on bank risk is positive. 

H1b : The net effect of asset encumbrance on bank risk is negative. 

The above arguments also suggest that an important determi- 

ant of whether bank risk would increase or decrease due to asset 

ncumbrance is the propensity of creditors to exert market disci- 

line. In particular, we expect the asset-substitution problem as- 

ociated with an increase in asset encumbrance to be less severe 

n banks with a high proportion of senior unsecured debtholders 

han in banks with a low proportion of senior unsecured creditors. 

s explained above, this is because asset encumbrance decreases 

he seniority of these creditors and converts them into de facto 
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7 Consider, for example, the case of HypoVereinsbank (HVB) and UniCredit. HVB 

was bought by UniCredit in 2005. At the time of data downloading, the data 
ubordinated creditors, increasing both their loss given default and 

heir incentives to monitor and limit the bank’s risk-taking. A nec- 

ssary condition for greater monitoring intensity of the unsecured 

ebtholders is that asset encumbrance increases the risk of unse- 

ured debtholders. This constitutes our second testable hypothesis: 

H2 : Asset encumbrance increases the risk of unsecured debthold- 

rs. 

If H2 is true, then we expect a milder increase in risk-taking 

ncentives following an increase in asset encumbrance if the pro- 

ortion of unsecured debtholders in the bank is high, as these 

takeholders will exert market discipline. In contrast, if the share 

f monitoring debtholders is low, there might be fewer counter- 

ailing forces to shareholders’ incentives to increase risk, leading 

o an overall increase in the levels of bank risk following asset en- 

umbrance. This constitutes our third testable hypothesis: 

H3 : The effect of asset encumbrance on bank risk depends on the 

roportion of unsecured debtholders. 

Asset encumbrance can also increase bank risk by making 

anks more fragile and prone to runs by unsecured debtholders. 

ccording to Gai et al. (2013) and Ahnert et al. (2019) , a high as-

et encumbrance level has two opposing effects. On the one hand, 

sset encumbrance supports funding diversity, which helps allevi- 

te funding constraints and allows for the financing of profitable 

nvestments. On the other hand, in the presence of asymmetric in- 

ormation, it can lead to fragility by reducing the amount of unen- 

umbered collateral that can be liquidated to service early with- 

rawals, which in turn may entail fire sales, a decrease in new 

anking activities, and greater investor concern about bank sound- 

ess. These effects can be amplified during economic downturns, 

s falling collateral asset values require replenishing the cover pool 

o maintain the credit rating of the outstanding secured debt (Bank 

or International Settlements, 2013 ). 

We hypothesize that the negative effects of asset encumbrance 

n terms of fragility should dominate in banks that do not have 

ufficient liquidity buffers to deal with early withdrawals or dur- 

ng periods of liquidity shortage, such as the 20 07-20 09 financial 

risis. 4 This constitutes our fourth testable prediction: 

H4 : The effect of asset encumbrance on risk depends on the bank’s 

iquidity buffers. 

. Data and methodology 

.1. Sample and data sources 

We conduct our main tests on a sample consisting of all listed 

ommercial banks headquartered in any European country experi- 

ncing at least one covered bond issuance during the 2005–2016 

eriod. 5 Our bank-specific asset encumbrance measure is based on 

he amount of outstanding covered bonds each year. This hand- 

ollected measure is derived from Dealogic’s DCM information re- 

arding the amount, issue date, maturity, and other characteristics 

f each bank’s covered bond issuances from 1995, ten years before 

he start of our sample period. 6 One key difficulty in computing 
4 Papers that document the bank runs during the crisis include Ippolito 

t al. (2016) for runs on both bank assets (credit lines) and liabilities (whole- 

ale uninsured deposits), Gorton and Metrick (2011) for runs on repo funding, and 

ovitz et al. (2013) for runs on asset-backed commercial paper programs. 
5 We focus on Europe due to its dominance in the covered bonds market. In fact, 

cross our sample period, the share of European covered bonds ranged between 

2% and 99% of the worldwide market ( ECBC, 2019 ). We exclude countries without 

overed bond issuances due to the inexistence of a regulatory framework or legal 

asis for these instruments. Note that these sample restrictions do not affect the 

stimations in the intensive margin. 
6 The average maturity of covered bonds is six years, the median is five years, 

nd 90% of the covered bonds have a maturity of 10 years or less. Aggregation at 

he yearly level is necessary because the balance-sheet information is at this level. 

p
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t
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t
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3 
his measure is that the data provider assigns the name of the par- 

nt company to each deal issuance at the time of the downloading 

f the data. For this reason, we manually track the complete own- 

rship history of every bank over the sample period in order to as- 

ign all outstanding covered bond amounts to the parent company 

hich ultimately holds the outstanding debt at each time t . 7 To do 

o, we use information from Dealogic M&A, Zephyr, and as well, 

e manually collect information about the parent company hold- 

ng the outstanding covered bonds over time from Moody’s Analyt- 

cs BankFocus ownership database, banks and central bank’s web- 

ites and newspaper articles obtained from Factiva. After all bond 

ssuances are assigned to the correct parent company, we define 

he amount of covered bonds outstanding in bank i at time t as 

he sum of all covered bonds issued by bank i (or any of its sub-

idiaries) when t is between the deal-pricing date and the matu- 

ity date. To the best of our knowledge, the resulting sample is 

he only database to contain a proxy for asset encumbrance at the 

ank level over an extended period of time. 

Evaluating the effects of asset encumbrance by looking only at 

overed bonds may raise concerns that this variable does not ac- 

ount for other instruments that also contribute to encumbrance, 

uch as repos , security borrowing, and derivative claims. To deal 

ith this concern, we hand-collect a more comprehensive measure 

f asset encumbrance using voluntary disclosures to the European 

anking Authority (EBA). This data is available for 58 banks in our 

ample, for a total of 105 bank-year observations from years 2014 

nd 2015. 8 While the overall encumbered asset ratio is 18% higher 

han our measure, we find that both measures correlate positively, 

ith a pairwise correlation of 0.546. This result suggests that our 

easure of asset encumbrance is a good proxy for the bank’s over- 

ll asset encumbrance level. In an extension to our analysis, we 

nd that our main results are robust to using this alternative mea- 

ure of asset encumbrance. 

Our main bank risk measures are the distance to default ( DTD ), 

hich we obtain from the Credit Research Initiative of the Na- 

ional University of Singapore (CRI dataset), and CDS spreads which 

e obtain from Markit. We control for several bank balance-sheet 

haracteristics which we source from Moody’s Analytics BankFocus 

atabase. Details on the computation of all variables used in our 

egressions are available in the Appendix. Throughout our analysis, 

anks are observed at the parent-company or bank-holding level in 

rder to avoid potential bias in the risk measures arising from the 

act that a parent entity can act as guarantor on its subsidiaries’ 

iabilities. 9 

.2. Methodology 

To evaluate the effect of asset encumbrance on bank risk and 

est H1 and H2 , we estimate the coefficients of the following basic 
rovider assigned all of HVB’s covered bond issuances before 2005 to UniCredit. 

ur procedure allows us to assign these issuances to HVB. Similarly, on Decem- 

er 2006, two listed Italian banks, Sanpaolo IMI and Banca Intesa, merged to form 

ntesa Sanpaolo. Consequently, the data provider attributed all of Sanpaolo IMI’s is- 

uances before 2006 to Intesa Sanpaolo, while our procedure allows us to assign 

hem to Sanpaolo IMI. 
8 Asset encumbrance measures are available from the EBA only since year 2014, 

re based on voluntary disclosures of total asset encumbrance, and have different 

egrees of reporting detail across banks. The data therefore are not available for all 

anks, and the level of disclosure is heterogeneous across reporting banks. 
9 Focusing on the parent holdings rather than individual subsidiaries also facili- 

ates the attribution of debt issuances to the bank, as it is common for European 

anks to use special-purpose entities to issue debt ( Camba Mendez et al., 2014 ). 

n addition, as banks are usually listed at the holding level, focusing on the parent 

evel allows us to evaluate banks’ risk exposure using market-based indicators that 

re unavailable at the subsidiary level. 
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egression equation: 

ISK i,t = β0 + β1 CB i,t−1 + γ X i,t−1 + δt + ηi + ε i,t (1) 

The dependent variable for H1 is the distance to default, DTD 

an inverse measure of bank risk), because it is a complete and un- 

iased indicator of bank risk ( Gropp et al., 2006 ) which does not

efer to a particular category of creditor nor to a particular source 

f bank asset risk. For tests of H2 , we are instead interested in the

isk exposure of unsecured creditors; therefore, we adopt the se- 

ior debt CDS spread ( SPREAD ) as the relevant risk variable. 

Variable CB measures the degree of asset encumbrance in the 

ank. Our extensive margin measure of asset encumbrance is CB 

SER , a dummy variable which equals 1 if the bank has any 

mount of covered bonds outstanding, and zero otherwise. For the 

ntensive margin, we use the ratio of the total amount of covered 

onds outstanding to total assets (variable CB RATIO ), which is only 

efined in the subsample of banks where CB USER = 1. To limit re-

erse causality concerns, we lag our asset encumbrance measures 

nd all controls by one year. 

The main coefficient of interest in tests of H1 and H2 is β1 , 

hich measures the direct effect of asset encumbrance on bank 

isk. H1a and H1b propose that the sign of this coefficient could 

e positive or negative. In contrast, H2 suggests a positive relation 

etween the risk of unsecured debtholders and the bank’s asset 

ncumbrance. 

Our main set of testable hypotheses, H3 and H4 , suggest het- 

rogeneous effects of asset encumbrance on bank risk that depend 

n the bank’s market discipline and on the liquidity buffers, re- 

pectively. To test these hypotheses, we employ the following in- 

eracted regression equation: 

ISK i,t = β0 + β1 CB i,t−1 + β2 BKCHAR i,t−1 + β3 CB i,t−1 × BKCHAR i,t−
+ γ X i,t−1 + δt + ηi + ε i,t (2

In this case the main coefficient of interest is the interaction co- 

fficient between asset encumbrance and a given bank characteris- 

ic ( BK CHAR ). For tests of H3 , this refers to the degree of market

iscipline in the bank, whereas for H4 it refers to bank liquidity. 

To measure market discipline, we recall that asset encumbrance 

ffects the monitoring incentives of those debtholders who be- 

ome structurally subordinated. Consequently, in our framework, 

he most relevant monitoring debtholders are the senior unsecured 

ebtholders, as the structural subordination induced by asset en- 

umbrance lowers their priority ranking. Thus, our main measure 

or market discipline is the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities (i.e., 

ssets net of equity, deposits, subordinated borrowings, and out- 

tanding covered bonds) to its non-equity liabilities. 10 H3 postu- 

ates that risk should increase with asset encumbrance when mar- 

et discipline is low. Given that we use an inverse measure of risk 

s the dependent variable, we expect a positive coefficient for the 

nteraction term. 

We measure bank liquidity with the ratio of liquid assets to to- 

al assets in the bank’s portfolio. H4 posits that the effect of asset 

ncumbrance on bank fragility is stronger for banks with low liq- 

idity buffers. Therefore, we also expect a positive coefficient for 

he interaction term in this case. 

We control for several bank-specific variables that could be re- 

ated to the use of covered bonds and affect banks’ risk-taking: 
10 Our measure denotes the weight of debtholders who are more likely to be af- 

ected by the structural subordination triggered by covered bond issuance over all 

ebtholders. We therefore exclude depositors, covered bondholders, and subordi- 

ated bondholders (who have junior priority even in the absence of covered bond 

ssues and should therefore not experience significant changes in their monitoring 

ncentives). Thus, our measure mainly refers to bondholders. According to the Eu- 

opean System of Central Banks (ESCB), 85% of all bondholders correspond to banks 

nd other institutional investors such as mutual funds, which are likely to exert 

arket discipline. 

s

s

s

A

b

v

4 
ank size; the ratio of bank total loans to total assets; and the 

ank’s ratio of equity to total assets. By keeping the capital ra- 

io fixed, our specifications allow for changes in the risk of banks 

iven the same level of bank leverage. Thus, any rise in the level 

f risk should not be due to increases in leverage associated with 

hanges in the asset encumbrance. Finally, we control for macroe- 

onomic conditions by adding the annual growth rate for gross do- 

estic product; the country CDS spread; and, to capture the value 

f one of the main collateral assets for covered bonds, the growth 

n real house prices in the country where the bank is located. 

As mentioned before, all independent variables are lagged one 

ear to mitigate reverse causality concerns. In addition, all spec- 

fications include bank fixed effects to control for time-invariant, 

nobserved bank and country characteristics that may simultane- 

usly affect the risk and use of covered bonds. 11 This limits the 

oncern that our estimates capture unobserved bank characteris- 

ics that lead to higher risk and higher asset encumbrance in the 

ross section. We also include year fixed effects, δt , to control for 

vents that were common to all banks in our sample in a partic- 

lar year. Finally, in some of our specifications we include coun- 

ry group by year fixed effects for three groups of countries: euro 

core” countries (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, and 

he Netherlands), euro “periphery” countries (Cyprus, Greece, Ire- 

and, Italy, Portugal, and Spain), and non-euro countries (the re- 

ainder). 12 These fixed effects control for the concern that the fi- 

ancial and sovereign debt crises had larger effects on the periph- 

ral countries of the Eurozone, leading to substantial increases in 

ank risk in these countries. In section 5 we discuss and address 

ther endogeneity issues. 

.3. Descriptive statistics 

Our final sample consists of 909 bank-year observations for 100 

nique banks across 21 countries. 13 Table 1 reports sample de- 

criptive statistics for the main variables used in our analysis. To 

nsure consistency with the regression analysis, all dependent vari- 

bles in this table are measured at time t and independent vari- 

bles are measured at t- 1. Panel A contains statistics for the entire 

ample of banks. Panel B contains means and standard deviations 

or banks that do not rely on covered bonds as a source of funding 

 CB USER = 0) and those that do ( CB USER = 1). The last columns

n Panel B contain the significance of the difference in means of 

ach variable across the subsamples. 

Panel A of Table 1 shows that the banks in our sample have an

verage asset value of roughly EUR 330 billion, but there is signif- 

cant variation in the cross section. On average, 58% of the banks’ 

ssets consist of loans and 18% of all assets are liquid. In terms of 

he liability structure, banks have an average capital ratio of 6%, 

nd almost half (47%) of banks’ liabilities consist of senior liabili- 

ies. However, there is significant variation across the banks in our 

ample. 

In Panel B of Table 1 , we find that banks with outstanding cov- 

red bonds are, on average, riskier than non-covered bond users. 

his highlights the importance of obtaining a panel dataset with 

alues for banks’ risk and use of covered bonds, and of employ- 

ng a fixed effects approach to control for endogeneity in the cross 

ection. Other significant differences between users and non-users 
11 Bank fixed effects also address any concerns of reverse causality between per- 

istent variables. 
12 Finer estimations with country × year fixed effects are implausible in our 

etup because there is a limited number of banks in each country-year cell, which 

everely limits the within-country-and-year variation (see Table IA.1 in the Internet 

ppendix). 
13 Tables IA.1 and IA.2 in the Internet Appendix contain tabulations of the num- 

er of observations in our sample and descriptive statistics of our main dependent 

ariables by country and year. 
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Table 1 

Sample descriptive statistics. 

Panel A . Summary statistics 

Variable N Mean S. Dev. Min 25th %tile Median 75th %tile Max 

DTD 909 1.216 1.699 -1.869 -0.032 0.996 2.282 5.913 

SPREAD 946 174.970 241.924 7.390 32.820 109.505 195.010 1541.220 

CB USER 909 0.576 0.494 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CB RATIO 524 0.062 0.068 0.000 0.014 0.044 0.081 0.488 

SENIOR 860 0.474 0.183 0.017 0.362 0.476 0.593 0.934 

LIQUIDITY 909 0.181 0.117 0.014 0.096 0.158 0.235 0.599 

CAPITAL 909 0.062 0.025 0.010 0.044 0.060 0.075 0.185 

TOTAL ASSETS 909 330.842 484.626 1.220 26.923 89.744 428.495 1907.160 

SIZE 909 18.405 1.730 14.014 17.108 18.312 19.876 21.369 

LOANS 909 0.578 0.163 0.134 0.495 0.609 0.690 0.921 

GDP GROWTH 909 0.874 3.045 -9.132 -0.244 1.313 2.556 26.276 

COUNTRY SPREAD 909 171.446 807.254 0.000 8.000 31.670 102.160 10132.510 

� HOUSE PRICE 909 0.003 0.069 -0.195 -0.036 0.002 0.039 0.683 

CB OTHERS 897 0.053 0.067 0.000 0.003 0.029 0.083 0.496 

Panel B. T -tests for non-covered bond users vs covered bond users. 

CB USER = 0 CB USER = 1 

Mean S. Dev. N Mean S. Dev. N t p -value 

DTD 1.561 1.777 385 0.963 1.594 524 5.235 0.000 

SPREAD 112.226 197.997 244 196.778 251.918 702 -5.336 0.000 

CB USER 0.000 0.000 385 1.000 0.000 524 - - 

CB RATIO 0.000 0.000 385 0.062 0.068 524 -20.915 0.000 

SENIOR 0.440 0.207 351 0.497 0.160 509 -4.341 0.000 

LIQUIDITY 0.184 0.107 385 0.179 0.124 524 0.644 0.519 

CAPITAL 0.068 0.025 385 0.057 0.025 524 6.234 0.000 

TOTAL ASSETS 115.677 262.160 385 488.931 546.051 524 -13.652 0.000 

SIZE 17.288 1.481 385 19.225 1.412 524 -19.868 0.000 

LOANS 0.610 0.145 385 0.555 0.171 524 5.299 0.000 

GDP GROWTH 1.102 2.866 385 0.707 3.162 524 1.966 0.050 

COUNTRY SPREAD 126.071 619.907 385 204.784 920.102 524 -1.540 0.124 

� HOUSE PRICE 0.014 0.075 385 -0.005 0.064 524 3.964 0.000 

CB OTHERS 0.022 0.035 379 0.075 0.075 518 -14.130 0.000 

Panel A contains summary statistics for the main variables used in this analysis for the entire sample of banks (with the 

exception of CB RATIO measured on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds only): DTD is the distance to 

default; SPREAD is the CDS spread; CB USER is a dummy that identifies banks with outstanding covered bonds; CB RATIO 

is the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets; SENIOR is the ratio of senior 

liabilities (assets net of equity, deposits, subordinated borrowings, and outstanding covered bonds) to total liabilities net 

of equity; LIQUIDITY is the ratio of liquid assets to total assets; CAPITAL is the ratio of the bank’s equity to its total assets; 

TOTAL ASSETS is the amount (in EUR billion) of the bank’s total assets; SIZE is the natural logarithm of the bank’s total assets; 

LOANS is the ratio of loans to total assets; GDP GROWTH is the GDP growth rate in the country where the bank is domiciled; 

COUNTRY SPREAD is the CDS spread in the country where the bank is domiciled; � HOUSE PRICE is the growth in house 

prices in the country; CB OTHERS is the average ratio of outstanding covered bonds to total assets of all other public and 

private banks in the same country and year. 

Panel B contains the means and standard deviations of the main variables separately for the sample of banks with no out- 

standing covered bonds ( CB USER = 0) and for banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER = 1). The last two columns 

report the results of the t -test for the equality of variable means and the corresponding p -value. 

Precise variable definitions are in provided in the Appendix. 
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o

f covered bonds relate to their size, capitalization, liquidity, and 

he business model: covered bond users are larger, relatively less 

apitalized, rely less on senior liabilities for funding, provide fewer 

oans, and exhibit a lower ratio of liquid assets than non-users of 

overed bonds. These differences highlight the importance of con- 

rolling for these variables in a regression setup. 

. Results 

.1. Asset encumbrance and bank risk 

Table 2 reports the results of estimating Equation (1) using or- 

inary least squares regressions to test H1a and H1b . In columns 

 to 5, we estimate the impact of asset encumbrance on bank risk 

n the extensive margin; columns 6 to 10 focus on the intensive 

argin. The estimated coefficients in columns 1 to 3 and 6 to 10 

f Table 2 are negative, which may suggest an overall decrease in 

isk due to encumbrance for the average bank in our sample. How- 

ver, the coefficients switch signs in columns 4 and 5, and they 

re not statistically significant except in columns 1 and 6. These 
5

ndings suggest that the positive and negative effects of covered 

onds outlined in section 2 offset each other for the average bank 

n our sample. The lack of significant results and of any empirical 

ominance of either H1a or H1b also highlights the importance of 

xamining the risk sensitivity of asset encumbrance for banks that 

re more likely to be affected by it, either due to a low proportion 

f monitoring debtholders ( H2 and H3 ) or because liquidity buffers 

re low ( H4 ). 

.2. Asset Encumbrance and Unsecured Debtholders’ Risk 

We next examine whether asset encumbrance affects the CDS 

pread. Results are provided in Table 3 . Consistent with H2 , we 

nd that covered bonds have a significant negative impact on se- 

ior unsecured debtholders’ risk, as shown by the significant in- 

rease in the CDS spreads of covered bond users in both the ex- 

ensive margin (columns 1–5) and the intensive margin (columns 

–9). Economically, the estimated coefficients are also significant. 

or example, the coefficient in column 5 suggests that the issuance 

f covered bonds increases CDS spreads by 44 basis points, or 16% 
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Table 2 

Asset encumbrance and bank risk. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

CB USER -0.397 ∗ -0.155 -0.111 0.021 0.032 

(-1.756) (-0.750) (-0.562) (0.101) (0.150) 

CB RATIO -5.173 ∗ -3.434 -2.885 -2.249 -2.380 

(-1.948) (-1.454) (-1.277) (-1.061) (-1.106) 

CAPITAL 24.337 ∗∗∗ 20.782 ∗∗∗ 23.595 ∗∗∗ 21.860 ∗∗∗ 19.646 ∗∗∗ 17.550 ∗∗∗ 19.412 ∗∗∗ 19.570 ∗∗∗

(5.930) (5.159) (6.026) (5.809) (3.565) (3.039) (3.438) (3.479) 

SIZE -0.518 -0.244 -0.569 -0.311 -0.405 -0.244 -0.445 -0.331 

(-1.553) (-0.794) (-1.604) (-0.925) (-0.790) (-0.469) (-0.936) (-0.694) 

LOANS -0.276 0.855 -0.206 0.398 1.407 1.879 0.397 0.751 

(-0.264) (0.818) (-0.186) (0.348) (0.895) (1.223) (0.219) (0.425) 

GDP GROWTH 0.049 ∗∗ 0.052 ∗∗ 0.030 0.044 

(2.085) (2.208) (1.052) (1.355) 

COUNTRY SPREAD -0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 

(-1.612) (-0.218) (0.293) (1.041) 

� HOUSE PRICE 3.831 ∗∗∗ 2.433 ∗∗∗ 1.353 -0.058 

(3.690) (2.816) (1.049) (-0.038) 

No. of obs. 909 909 909 909 909 521 521 521 521 521 

R 2 0.570 0.611 0.632 0.664 0.673 0.614 0.640 0.644 0.682 0.687 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds to test H1 . The analysis is performed on the entire 

sample (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds (columns 6–10). The dependent variable is the bank’s distance to default 

( DTD ). The main explanatory variable is a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 1–5) or the ratio of the amount 

of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10). Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized at 

the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6–8 contain year fixed effects. Specifications 

in columns 4–5 and 9–10 contain country-group × year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Table 3 

Asset encumbrance and unsecured debtholders’ risk. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

CB USER 106.709 ∗∗∗ 86.334 ∗∗∗ 55.542 ∗∗∗ 64.433 ∗∗∗ 43.611 ∗∗∗

(2.622) (3.742) (3.082) (3.252) (2.619) 

CB RATIO 710.780 ∗∗∗ 560.316 ∗∗∗ 259.008 ∗ 285.923 ∗∗ 148.917 

(3.286) (3.961) (1.905) (2.356) (1.166) 

CAPITAL - 

3,411.996 ∗∗∗
-645.490 - 

2,259.384 ∗∗∗
-369.215 - 

2,368.541 ∗∗
124.195 - 

1,804.110 ∗∗
-154.976 

(-3.968) (-0.874) (-3.091) (-0.548) (-2.232) (0.151) (-2.074) (-0.201) 

SIZE -5.941 -11.142 -15.307 -11.534 -14.949 -56.227 ∗ -31.886 -45.767 ∗

(-0.201) (-0.462) (-0.611) (-0.493) (-0.480) (-1.895) (-1.144) (-1.650) 

LOANS 60.652 -142.734 50.047 -29.353 -55.917 -322.203 ∗∗ -89.540 -164.649 

(0.546) (-1.408) (0.481) (-0.294) (-0.380) (-2.171) (-0.618) (-1.098) 

GDP GROWTH -24.563 ∗∗∗ -19.524 ∗∗∗ -17.067 ∗∗∗ -11.109 ∗∗∗

(-3.861) (-4.452) (-3.826) (-3.960) 

COUNTRY 

SPREAD 

0.099 ∗∗∗ 0.085 ∗∗∗ 0.067 ∗∗∗ 0.052 ∗∗∗

(5.722) (6.335) (5.142) (4.715) 

� HOUSE PRICE -297.538 ∗∗ -176.361 -548.170 ∗∗∗ -347.493 ∗∗

(-2.168) (-1.326) (-3.789) (-2.305) 

No. of obs. 946 946 946 946 946 701 701 701 701 701 

R 2 0.637 0.657 0.765 0.754 0.808 0.782 0.789 0.845 0.862 0.881 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country 

group × Year 

FE 

N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of unsecured creditor’s risk on the use of covered bonds to test for H2 . The analysis is performed on the 

entire sample of banks for which CDS spread information is available (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of banks with CDS spread information and outstanding covered 

bonds (columns 6–10). The dependent variable is the bank’s CDS spread ( SPREAD ). The main explanatory variable is a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding 

covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 1–5) or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10). Control 

variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. All specifications include 

bank fixed effects. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6–8 contain year fixed effects. Specifications in columns 4–5 and 9–10 contain country group × year fixed effects. 

Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

6 
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Table 4 

Asset encumbrance, market discipline, and bank risk. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

VARIABLES DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD 

CB USER -2.015 ∗∗∗ -1.487 ∗∗∗ -1.255 ∗∗ -0.847 ∗ -0.775 

(-3.841) (-2.716) (-2.411) (-1.791) (-1.659) 

CB RATIO -22.143 ∗∗∗ -20.454 ∗∗∗ -19.541 ∗∗∗ -17.070 ∗∗∗ -18.157 ∗∗∗

(-4.641) (-4.546) (-4.538) (-3.694) (-3.943) 

SENIOR -4.499 ∗∗∗ -2.472 ∗ -1.841 -2.693 ∗∗ -2.373 ∗ -5.354 ∗∗∗ -3.940 ∗∗∗ -3.648 ∗∗ -4.782 ∗∗∗ -5.135 ∗∗∗

(-3.848) (-1.780) (-1.405) (-2.145) (-1.932) (-4.865) (-2.793) (-2.628) (-3.713) (-4.055) 

CB × SENIOR 3.306 ∗∗∗ 2.687 ∗∗ 2.328 ∗∗ 1.705 ∗ 1.602 ∗ 38.512 ∗∗∗ 42.527 ∗∗∗ 41.441 ∗∗∗ 33.757 ∗∗ 34.507 ∗∗

(3.323) (2.601) (2.378) (1.924) (1.830) (2.664) (2.999) (2.977) (2.433) (2.592) 

CAPITAL 26.291 ∗∗∗ 22.652 ∗∗∗ 23.788 ∗∗∗ 21.996 ∗∗∗ 17.643 ∗∗∗ 17.142 ∗∗∗ 16.212 ∗∗∗ 17.570 ∗∗∗

(5.844) (4.937) (5.955) (5.705) (2.957) (2.757) (3.130) (3.463) 

SIZE -0.146 0.055 -0.196 0.011 -0.738 ∗ -0.616 -0.687 ∗ -0.662 ∗

(-0.413) (0.168) (-0.568) (0.034) (-1.944) (-1.549) (-1.873) (-1.833) 

LOANS 0.178 1.099 -0.165 0.267 -0.172 0.179 -1.930 -1.942 

(0.163) (1.020) (-0.134) (0.215) (-0.099) (0.100) (-1.012) (-1.017) 

GDP GROWTH 0.036 0.040 0.026 0.045 

(1.555) (1.645) (0.914) (1.374) 

COUNTRY SPREAD -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ∗

(-1.066) (0.183) (0.819) (1.971) 

� HOUSE PRICE 4.154 ∗∗∗ 2.388 ∗∗ 0.649 -1.370 

(3.734) (2.363) (0.486) (-0.867) 

No. of obs. 860 860 860 860 860 506 506 506 506 506 

R 2 0.585 0.619 0.637 0.669 0.676 0.644 0.663 0.665 0.705 0.712 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds under different levels of market discipline to test H3 . 

The analysis is performed on the entire sample (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds (columns 6–10). The dependent variable 

is the bank’s distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 1–5) 

or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10); the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities to its total 

liabilities ( SENIOR ); and the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and SENIOR . Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized at the 1% 

and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6–8 contain year fixed effects. Specifications in columns 4–5 

and 9–10 contain country-group by year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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14 The values in Panel A ( B ) of Figure 1 are computed on the estimates in column 

3 (8) of Table 4 . 
f the variation in this variable in our sample. The effect in the in-

ensive margin is somewhat smaller but still significant in columns 

 to 9, and marginally significant (T-statistic of 1.16) in column 10. 

or example, the coefficients in columns 9 and 10 suggest that a 

ne standard deviation increase in the amount of outstanding cov- 

red bonds (0.068) increases the spread by an additional 10 ( = 

49 × 0.068) to 19 ( = 286 × 0.068) basis points, which corre- 

ponds to between 4% and 7% of the standard deviation in the 

pread. Thus, we find that unsecured debtholders are strongly af- 

ected by asset encumbrance. It is therefore plausible that the in- 

entives of senior unsecured debtholders to exert market discipline 

trengthen with the introduction of covered bonds. 

.3. Asset encumbrance, risk, and bank monitoring 

Table 3 shows that the necessary condition for H3 is satisfied. 

n Table 4 , we formally test this hypothesis using Equation (2) . As

efore, columns 1 to 5 (6 to 10) focus on the extensive (intensive) 

argin. Results show that the non-interacted coefficient for the 

overed bond variables is always negative, and it is statistically sig- 

ificant in all columns of Table 4 except column 5. Consistent with 

3 , this suggests that asset encumbrance increases risk for those 

anks with the lowest level of market discipline ( SENIOR = 0). Fur- 

her confirming H3 , the coefficient of the interaction term is pos- 

tive and significant in all specifications, which shows that the in- 

rease in risk due to asset encumbrance is significantly lower for 

anks with a large proportion of monitoring debtholders. 

As discussed by Brambor et al. (2006) , a complete analysis of 

nteraction models, such as the one in Equation (2) , should in- 

lude an assessment of the marginal effects over different ranges 

f the interacted variable. Even interaction terms that have sta- 
7 
istically insignificant coefficients could lead to statistically signifi- 

ant marginal effects for some range of the interacted variables. In 

ine with these authors’ recommendations, we plot the estimated 

arginal effects of covered bonds on risk (solid lines) and their 

0% confidence intervals (dashed lines) over all possible ranges of 

he proportion of senior monitoring debtholders, SENIOR , in Fig. 1 . 

anel A of Fig. 1 contains estimates of the marginal effect of as- 

et encumbrance on risk for the extensive margin, while Panel B 

orresponds to the intensive margin. 14 The figure shows that the 

arginal effect of covered bonds on risk increases with the share 

f senior liabilities (as demonstrated by the positive slope of the 

arginal effects in both panels). Panel A shows that for banks 

ith proportions of senior liabilities below roughly 40%, the us- 

ge of covered bonds significantly increases risk. As predicted, this 

ffect declines as the ratio of senior unsecured debtholders and, 

herefore, incentives to exert market discipline increase. When the 

roportion of senior liabilities is higher than 80%, the market dis- 

ipline effect prevails and the net effect of covered bond usage 

n risk becomes statistically positive, implying that asset encum- 

rance reduces risk in such banks. The results in the intensive mar- 

in (Panel B ) are qualitatively similar, showing that asset encum- 

rance significantly increases risk if the proportion of senior unse- 

ured debtholders is below roughly 40%, and decreases risk if the 

roportion is above approximately 75%. Notice that the marginal 

ffect is im precisely estimated for the range of values of SENIOR 

hat includes the average value of this variable for the banks in our 

ample (0.48). This explains why we did not find any significant ef- 
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Fig. 1. Marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different levels of market discipline. 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates of the marginal effect of covered bonds on banks’ distance 

to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s market discipline (as measured by SENIOR, the ratio of senior non-deposit liabilities to total liabilities). Panel A illustrates the 

marginal effect of using covered bonds ( CB USER ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s market discipline. The estimates correspond to those in column 

3 of Table 4 . Panel B illustrates the marginal effect of the covered bond ratio ( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s market discipline. The 

estimates correspond to those in column 8 of Table 4 . Vertical lines correspond to percentiles in the distribution of SENIOR. 
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ect in the estimations in Table 2 , and highlights the importance of 

ccounting for the heterogeneity in market discipline across banks 

hen we account for the effect of asset encumbrance on risk. 

The effects are also economically sizeable. For example, for a 

ank with a proportion of senior unsecured debtholders in the 

wenty-fifth percentile (0.36), the marginal effect is –0.42 in the 

xtensive margin. This suggests that an issuance of covered bonds 

eads to an increase in risk that accounts for 24.5% ( = 0.42/1.699) 

f the total variation in risk. In the intensive margin, the marginal 

ffect when the same bank increasing the use of covered bonds by 

ne standard deviation (0.068) equals –0.315, which accounts for 

8.5% of the variation in risk. 

.4. Asset encumbrance, risk, and bank liquidity 

We now move to a test of H4 , which posits that there should 

e a positive coefficient for the interaction of liquidity with our 
8 
easures of asset encumbrance. Results are presented in Table 5 . 

s usual, columns 1 to 5 (6 to 10) focus on the extensive (inten- 

ive) margin. The negative coefficients for the non-interacted cov- 

red bond variables suggest that augmenting asset encumbrance 

ncreases bank fragility for banks with zero liquidity. This result is 

tatistically significant in all specifications for the intensive margin, 

ut only in column 1 for the extensive margin. We also find that 

he coefficient of the interaction term is positive throughout the 

olumns, as expected, suggesting that the rise in risk is lower for 

anks with increasing levels of liquidity. However, the coefficients 

re only statistically significant in the intensive margin, suggesting 

hat what matters for fragility in banks with low liquidity is the 

ntensity of asset encumbrance. 

To ease the interpretation of these results, in Panels A and B 

f Fig. 2 we illustrate the marginal effects (solid line) and 90% 

onfidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates contained in 

olumns 3 and 8 of Table 5 , respectively. The results show that the 
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Table 5 

Asset encumbrance, liquidity, and bank risk. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

VARIABLES DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD DTD 

CB USER -0.768 ∗∗ -0.427 -0.338 -0.099 -0.082 

(-2.621) (-1.393) (-1.148) (-0.358) (-0.310) 

CB RATIO -13.495 ∗∗∗ -10.370 ∗∗∗ -9.556 ∗∗∗ -8.233 ∗∗ -8.116 ∗∗

(-3.313) (-2.998) (-2.868) (-2.486) (-2.418) 

LIQUIDITY 0.160 1.068 0.940 -0.092 -0.019 -1.789 -0.542 -0.494 -1.042 -1.394 

(0.120) (0.715) (0.664) (-0.071) (-0.014) (-1.303) (-0.417) (-0.376) (-0.797) (-1.076) 

CB × LIQUIDITY 2.579 2.068 1.737 0.764 0.745 54.975 ∗∗ 45.877 ∗∗ 43.750 ∗∗ 37.555 ∗∗ 35.444 ∗

(1.516) (1.164) (0.994) (0.497) (0.473) (2.621) (2.388) (2.315) (2.014) (1.954) 

CAPITAL 24.346 ∗∗∗ 20.921 ∗∗∗ 23.535 ∗∗∗ 21.825 ∗∗∗ 18.525 ∗∗∗ 16.709 ∗∗∗ 18.837 ∗∗∗ 19.179 ∗∗∗

(6.009) (5.241) (6.047) (5.823) (3.401) (2.926) (3.363) (3.450) 

SIZE -0.490 -0.224 -0.577 -0.316 -0.295 -0.163 -0.351 -0.277 

(-1.446) (-0.723) (-1.659) (-0.957) (-0.563) (-0.300) (-0.754) (-0.584) 

LOANS 0.498 1.501 -0.143 0.486 1.585 1.982 0.566 0.709 

(0.418) (1.250) (-0.119) (0.393) (0.964) (1.205) (0.305) (0.392) 

GDP GROWTH 0.050 ∗∗ 0.052 ∗∗ 0.028 0.040 

(2.145) (2.217) (0.974) (1.238) 

COUNTRY SPREAD -0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 

(-1.459) (-0.223) (0.390) (1.186) 

� HOUSE PRICE 3.616 ∗∗∗ 2.390 ∗∗∗ 1.216 -0.152 

(3.600) (2.773) (0.942) (-0.100) 

No. of obs. 909 909 909 909 909 521 521 521 521 521 

R 2 0.574 0.616 0.635 0.664 0.674 0.628 0.649 0.652 0.687 0.692 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds under different levels of market discipline to test 

H3 . The analysis is performed on the entire sample (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds (columns 6–10). The dependent 

variable is the bank’s distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER ; 

columns 1–5) or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10); the ratio of the bank’s liquid 

assets to total assets ( LIQUIDITY ); and the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and LIQUIDITY . Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are 

winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6–8 contain year fixed effects. 

Specifications in columns 4–5 and 9–10 contain country group by year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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arginal effects are imprecisely estimated for the extensive mar- 

in. However, the results in Panel B indicate that the marginal ef- 

ects are significantly negative for banks with liquidity ratios below 

pproximately 0.13 and significantly positive for banks with liquid- 

ty ratios above roughly 0.5. Overall, these results support H4 . 

In Table 6 , we estimate a modified version of Equation (2) , 

hich simultaneously accounts for the interaction between cov- 

red bonds and market discipline, and covered bonds and liquidity. 

s such, it allows us to jointly test H3 and H4 . In Tables 4 and 5 ,

e demonstrated that the share of senior unsecured debtholders 

nd the share of liquid assets matter for bank risk. Thus, introduc- 

ng the effects of liquidity and of monitoring in the same regres- 

ions controls for omitted variables and reduces the standard error 

f the estimates. 

The regressions in Table 6 show negative and statistically signif- 

cant coefficients for the non-interacted covered bond variables in 

ll specifications except in column 5, where it is marginally signif- 

cant (T-statistic of -1.66). This confirms our previous findings that 

sset encumbrance increases risk for firms with the lowest mar- 

et discipline (in line with H3 ) and liquidity (in line with H4 ). Also

onsistent with both hypotheses, we find that the interaction terms 

re always positive and statistically significant for market discipline 

n all specifications and for liquidity in the intensive margin. 

In Fig. 3 , we plot the marginal effect of asset encumbrance 

n bank risk for different levels of liquidity (left-hand side) and 

arket discipline (right-hand side) for both the extensive (Panel 

 ) and the intensive margin (Panel B ). We use the estimates in

able 6 , columns 3 and 8, for the graphs. Results are similar to 

hose found in Figs. 1 and 2 . However, in this case, the coefficients

or the marginal effect of covered bonds on liquidity are precisely 
9 
stimated for a wide range of values of liquidity and fractions of 

onitoring bondholders in both the intensive and extensive mar- 

ins. The results, which are fully consistent with H3 and H4 , sug- 

est that the impact of encumbrance on risk is negative for banks 

ith levels of liquidity that are below roughly 30–35% and for 

anks that have a proportion of unsecured debtholders below ap- 

roximately 40% of total liabilities. However, for banks with high 

iquidity buffers and a large proportion of monitoring debthold- 

rs, encumbrance has no significant effect on risk. Interestingly, 

ig. 3 shows that despite the lack of significance of the coefficients 

f the interaction term in the extensive margin, there is a range of 

alues of liquidity where the increase in risk is statistically signifi- 

ant. 

.5. Robustness tests 

In this section, we explore whether our main results are robust 

o different measures for asset encumbrance, market discipline and 

isk. We first address the concern that asset encumbrance might 

ot be precisely measured with covered bonds. For this analysis, 

e hand-collect a comprehensive measure of asset encumbrance 

rom voluntary disclosures to the EBA, available from 2014, and 

erge it into our data. This information is available for 58 unique 

anks in our sample, for a total of 105 bank-year observations for 

014 and 2015. Not surprisingly, we find that the overall encum- 

ered asset ratio is 18% higher than our covered-bond based mea- 

ure of encumbrance. However, both measures correlate positively, 

ith a pairwise correlation of 0.546 which is statistically signifi- 

ant at the 1% level. This result suggests that our measure of asset 

ncumbrance is a good proxy for the bank’s overall asset encum- 
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Fig. 2. Marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different levels of liquidity. 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates of the marginal effect of covered bonds on banks’ distance 

to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s liquidity buffers (as measured by LIQUIDITY , the ratio of liquid assets to total assets). Panel A illustrates the marginal effect of using 

covered bonds ( CB USER ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s market discipline. The estimates correspond to those in column 3 of Table 5 . Panel B 

illustrates the marginal effect of the covered bond ratio ( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s market discipline. The estimates correspond to 

those in column 8 of Table 5 . Vertical lines correspond to percentiles in the distribution of LIQUIDITY . 
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rance level. In Table IA.3 in the Internet Appendix, we replicate 

he results in columns 6-10 of Table 6 using this measure; the cor- 

esponding marginal effects are contained in Figure IA1. 15 In spite 

f the significant reduction in the sample size, the results show 

recisely estimated positive and significant coefficients of the two 

nteraction terms in several specifications. This exercise helps to 

trengthen the validity of our analysis based on covered bonds to 

easure asset encumbrance. Importantly, these results also allow 

s to validate the interpretation of our results as a general feature 

f asset encumbrance, rather than a particularity of covered bonds. 

Next, we analyze whether our results are sensitive to our choice 

f risk measure. In Table IA.4 in the Internet Appendix, we show 
15 We cannot estimate these results in the extensive margin, as we cannot distin- 

uish banks that decided not to voluntarily disclose their asset encumbrance from 

anks that have zero asset encumbrance and hence do not need to disclose any- 

hing to the EBA. 

i

l

H

d

c

10 
he results of the estimations in Table 6 using the ratio of non- 

erforming loans to assets as an alternative measure of bank risk; 

igure IA.2 shows the corresponding marginal effects. The figure 

eveals that even though some of the interaction term coefficients 

re estimated with less precision than in our main table, the con- 

lusions that we derived from Table 6 are confirmed with this new 

easure. 

We also test whether our results are robust to an alternative 

easure of market discipline. We use the ratio of total deposits to 

otal liabilities as an alternative proxy for market discipline. 16 Table 
16 Ideally, banks with low market discipline should be those with a large share of 

nsured depositors. In fact, as insured depositors will get their deposits back regard- 

ess of what happens to the bank, they have few incentives to engage in monitoring. 

owever, we cannot distinguish between insured and uninsured depositors in our 

ata. This variable is measured with error, which biases our results against statisti- 

al significance. However, to the extent that uninsured depositors believe they have 
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Table 6 

Asset encumbrance, liquidity, market discipline, and bank risk. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

CB USER -2.103 ∗∗∗ -1.517 ∗∗∗ -1.256 ∗∗ -0.905 ∗ -0.814 

(-4.016) (-2.714) (-2.329) (-1.813) (-1.656) 

CB RATIO -26.410 ∗∗∗ -23.359 ∗∗∗ -22.508 ∗∗∗ -19.475 ∗∗∗ -20.470 ∗∗∗

(-5.163) (-4.986) (-5.008) (-3.856) (-3.982) 

LIQUIDITY -0.287 0.419 0.654 -0.695 -0.365 -0.813 0.173 0.182 -0.234 -0.671 

(-0.229) (0.289) (0.462) (-0.523) (-0.265) (-0.585) (0.132) (0.136) (-0.198) (-0.556) 

SENIOR -4.356 ∗∗∗ -2.263 ∗ -1.689 -2.663 ∗∗ -2.339 ∗ -5.016 ∗∗∗ -3.661 ∗∗ -3.435 ∗∗ -4.557 ∗∗∗ -4.976 ∗∗∗

(-3.778) (-1.682) (-1.331) (-2.118) (-1.913) (-4.230) (-2.475) (-2.379) (-3.480) (-3.859) 

CB × LIQUIDITY 2.125 1.767 1.168 0.835 0.644 46.312 ∗∗∗ 34.016 ∗∗ 32.759 ∗∗ 23.307 21.788 

(1.322) (1.049) (0.683) (0.527) (0.400) (2.737) (2.278) (2.253) (1.638) (1.578) 

CB × SENIOR 2.827 ∗∗∗ 2.244 ∗∗ 2.022 ∗∗ 1.530 ∗ 1.464 ∗ 30.938 ∗∗ 36.299 ∗∗ 35.662 ∗∗ 30.193 ∗∗ 31.003 ∗∗

(2.729) (2.271) (2.208) (1.701) (1.700) (2.077) (2.434) (2.450) (2.078) (2.218) 

CAPITAL 26.276 ∗∗∗ 22.776 ∗∗∗ 23.593 ∗∗∗ 21.904 ∗∗∗ 16.672 ∗∗∗ 16.251 ∗∗∗ 15.802 ∗∗∗ 17.078 ∗∗∗

(5.993) (5.084) (5.991) (5.751) (2.890) (2.677) (3.086) (3.402) 

SIZE -0.164 0.053 -0.231 -0.012 -0.605 -0.506 -0.603 -0.610 

(-0.464) (0.165) (-0.686) (-0.037) (-1.497) (-1.180) (-1.630) (-1.643) 

LOANS 0.572 1.517 -0.361 0.185 0.313 0.588 -1.533 -1.781 

(0.452) (1.204) (-0.274) (0.137) (0.170) (0.310) (-0.759) (-0.891) 

No. of obs. 860 860 860 860 860 506 506 506 506 506 

R 2 0.587 0.621 0.638 0.669 0.676 0.653 0.668 0.670 0.707 0.713 

Country Controls N N Y N Y N N Y N Y 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds under different levels of bank liquidity and market 

discipline. The analysis is performed on the entire sample (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds (columns 6–10). The dependent 

variable is the bank’s distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 

1–5) or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10); the ratio of the bank’s liquid assets to its total 

assets ( LIQUIDITY ); the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities to its total liabilities ( SENIOR ); the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and LIQUIDITY , and the 

interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and SENIOR . Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level 

explanatory variables are lagged one period. All specifications include bank fixed effects. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6-8 contain year fixed effects. Specifications 

in columns 4–5 and 9–10 contain country group × year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different liquidity and market discipline levels. 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates of the marginal effect of covered bonds on banks’ distance 

to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s level of liquidity (as measured by LIQUIDITY , the ratio of liquid assets to total assets, panels on left-hand side) or the share of senior 

unsecured liabilities (as measured by SENIOR , panels on right-hand side). Panel A illustrates the marginal effect of using covered bonds ( CB USER ) on a bank’s distance to 

default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 3 of Table 6 . Panel B illustrates the marginal effect of the covered bond ratio 

( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 8 of Table 6 . Vertical lines correspond to 

percentiles in the distribution of LIQUIDITY and SENIOR. 

11 
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17 While the exclusion restriction is by nature impossible to test empirically, in 

an unreported analysis we perform a comparison of the characteristics of banks 

with low or high values of the instrument, splitting by the sample median. The 
A.5 of the Internet Appendix replicates the results of Table 6 us- 

ng this measure, and Figure IA.3 contains the marginal effects. The 

esults are in line with H3 and consistent with those we found in 

able 6 , with particularly strong effects in the intensive margin. 

Lastly, another concern is that our analysis is at the bank hold- 

ng level, and banks may operate with subsidiaries in several coun- 

ries. In such instances, country group by time fixed effects and 

ountry-level control variables will not capture factors contribut- 

ng to riskiness in foreign markets. To address this issue, we select 

 subsample of banks that operate only in their local headquarter 

ountry, and repeat the estimations of Table 6 over this subsample. 

esults, contained in Table IA.6 of the Internet Appendix, are very 

imilar to our previous results. 

.6. Extensions 

.6.1. Asset encumbrance, bank capital, and risk 

Using a similar argumentation as in section 2 , one might won- 

er whether the effect of encumbrance on risk could affect banks 

ith different capitalization levels differently. There are two ef- 

ects that could lead to such a differential response. On the one 

and, by securing the assets for the covered bondholders, asset en- 

umbrance could reduce overall monitoring in the bank (and con- 

equently market discipline), which could lead to an increase in 

he level of risk taking by shareholders. Due to the standard asset 

ubstitution and risk shifting mechanisms, incentives to increase 

isk should be larger for banks that have lower levels of capital 

elative to well-capitalized banks. On the other hand, consistently 

ith H3 , an increase in asset encumbrance also reduces the se- 

iority of the unsecured debtholders, increasing their incentives to 

onitor. Such an increase in the incentives to monitor by unse- 

ured debtholders can be larger for banks perceived ex-ante to be 

iskier, such as poorly-capitalized banks. As a result of these two 

pposing forces, the overall effect of asset encumbrance on bank 

isk could be larger for poorly-capitalized banks than for well- 

apitalized banks (if shareholders’ incentives to increase risk pre- 

ails), or it could be smaller (if the unsecured debtholders are able 

o exert enough market discipline). 

We empirically examine if one of these two opposing effects of 

sset encumbrance prevails, by estimating equation (2) using bank 

apital to interact with asset encumbrance. Results of these regres- 

ions are in Table IA.7 of the Internet Appendix, and show that the 

nteraction term is not statistically significant. This suggests that 

he two effects with opposing signs cancel each other out. 

.6.2. Asset encumbrance and bank risk during crises 

In our hypothesis development leading to H4, we argue follow- 

ng the related literature that the effects of asset encumbrance on 

ank risk for banks with limited liquidity could be amplified by 

conomic downturns. In Table IA.8 of the Internet Appendix, we 

erify whether these arguments have support in our data by repli- 

ating the results in Table 6 over the subsample of observations 

orresponding to the financial crisis. Results show that this is in- 

eed the case: The coefficients of the interaction term of the cov- 

red bond ratio with bank liquidity are larger than their counter- 

arts in Table 6 , and become statistically significant. However, this 

esult only holds for the intensive margin, and not for the exten- 

ive margin. One plausible explanation is that illiquid unencum- 

ered banks could not access the covered bond market during the 

risis precisely due to their greater fragility. 
n implicit government guarantee on their deposits, this variable is a good alterna- 

ive proxy for market discipline measured with precision. 

s

i

I

w

12 
. Dealing with endogeneity 

.1. Instrumental variables 

The estimations in Tables 2 to 6 include bank fixed effects, year 

xed effects and, in some specifications, country group by year 

xed effects. Thus, the results cannot be explained by unobserved, 

ime-invariant, cross-sectional differences in users and non-users 

f covered bonds. Moreover, they cannot be explained by an in- 

rease in banks’ risk that is associated with an increase in the use 

f covered bonds within the same country group. In addition, our 

easures of covered bond use are lagged one year, which further 

itigates the potential role of reverse causality in explaining our 

esults. 

Despite the use of such fixed effects, our estimates could be 

otentially biased if the use of encumbered securities is most valu- 

ble for riskier banks. For example, Bao and Kolasinski (2016) find 

hat non-financial firms resort more to secured debt when their 

redit quality deteriorates, as it reduces the cost of debt and lowers 

he incentives of firms to engage in asset substitution. The same 

ould be true for banks. We deal with this issue by adopting an 

nstrumental variables (IV) approach. As an instrument for the use 

nd amount of covered bonds of a given bank, we take the av- 

rage ratio of outstanding amounts of covered bonds to the total 

ssets of all other public and private banks in the same country 

nd year (variable CB OTHERS ). This instrument should capture the 

raction of the variation in the use of covered bonds that is driven 

y common practices in the country where the bank is headquar- 

ered for each year. As such, it should be relevant for explaining 

he use of covered bonds for a given bank. Table IA.9 in the Inter- 

et Appendix contains the results of a first-stage regression esti- 

ation where our two main covered bond variables are regressed 

n this instrument, and it shows that the instrument is indeed rel- 

vant, and it is also not weak, as shown by the high values of the

leibergen-Papp Wald F-statistic. 

Importantly, by construction, the instrument accounts for the 

ariation in the use of covered bonds in a given country and year 

ue to unobserved variables, just as a country by year fixed effects 

pproach would control for unobserved factors that are common 

n a given country and year. In this sense, the IV approach is pre- 

erred to the estimations with country group by year fixed effects, 

s it allows us to control for unobserved factors at the more gran- 

lar country-year level. The drawback of this approach is its lower 

fficiency, which is common to all IV estimations. 

Crucially, the variable CB OTHERS should satisfy the exclusion 

estriction because the average amount of outstanding covered 

onds in other banks in the country should be unrelated to a given 

ank’s level of risk. In fact, similar instruments have been used in 

elated work (see, e.g., Laeven and Levine, 2009 ). In addition, the 

nstrument considers the use of covered bonds not only by other 

ublic banks, but also by the private banks that operate in the 

ame country and year as the focal bank but were excluded from 

ur main estimations due to the lack of information regarding their 

arket risks, enhancing its exogeneity. 17 

Table 7 contains second-stage IV regressions for a simultane- 

us test of H3 and H4 as the one in Table 6 , estimated with a

wo-stages least squares estimator. 18 Columns 1 to 3 contain es- 
tandardized differences in all the main bank characteristics used in this analysis, 

ncluding bank risk, is lower than the 0.25 rule-of-thumb threshold suggested by 

mbens and Wooldridge (2009) for comparability. 
18 As is common in applications with interacted variables, we instrument these 

ith the product of the covered bond instrument and the original variable. Table 
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Table 7 

Asset encumbrance, liquidity, market discipline, and bank risk: Instrumental variables estimations. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

CB USER -17.605 ∗∗∗ -14.769 ∗ -6.850 

(-2.623) (-1.761) (-0.888) 

CB RATIO -40.377 ∗∗ -37.107 ∗∗ -34.142 ∗

(-2.558) (-2.184) (-1.730) 

LIQUIDITY -12.052 -10.927 -5.787 -0.319 0.026 0.388 

(-1.114) (-0.999) (-0.598) (-0.138) (0.012) (0.148) 

SENIOR -20.004 ∗∗∗ -16.557 ∗ -7.067 -8.279 ∗∗∗ -7.094 ∗∗ -5.709 

(-3.461) (-1.873) (-0.814) (-3.622) (-2.300) (-1.590) 

CB × LIQUIDITY 22.918 20.431 16.583 59.308 34.970 22.383 

(0.818) (0.785) (0.697) (1.061) (0.660) (0.340) 

CB × SENIOR 24.300 ∗∗∗ 20.774 ∗ 10.757 49.048 76.214 ∗ 86.104 ∗∗

(2.701) (1.785) (0.937) (1.344) (1.879) (2.259) 

CAPITAL 10.551 12.868 12.274 12.367 

(0.860) (1.557) (1.406) (1.370) 

SIZE -0.520 -0.956 -1.812 ∗∗∗ -1.515 ∗∗∗

(-0.419) (-0.638) (-4.270) (-3.446) 

LOANS -2.510 0.247 -4.029 ∗∗ -2.384 

(-1.402) (0.128) (-2.522) (-1.113) 

GDP GROWTH 0.029 -0.002 

(1.165) (-0.081) 

COUNTRY SPREAD -0.000 0.000 

(-0.408) (0.022) 

� HOUSE PRICE 6.389 ∗∗∗ 4.282 ∗∗

(2.999) (2.485) 

No. of obs. 849 849 849 501 501 501 

R 2 0.411 0.129 0.317 0.534 0.577 0.580 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 

This table reports the second-stage coefficient estimates of instrumental variables regressions testing for the impact of 

outstanding covered bonds on overall bank risk under different levels of bank liquidity and market discipline. The anal- 

ysis is performed on the entire sample (columns 1–3) and on the subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds 

(columns 4–6). The dependent variable is the distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy 

that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 1–3) or the ratio of the amount of the 

bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 4–6); the ratio of the bank’s liquid assets 

to its total assets ( LIQUIDITY ); the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities to its total liabilities ( SENIOR ); the interaction be- 

tween either CB USER or CB RATIO and LIQUIDITY , and the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and SENIOR. 

CB USER and CB RATIO of bank i have been instrumented using the average ratio of outstanding covered bonds of other 

public and private banks in the same country and year as bank i. Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables 

are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. All specifications 

include bank fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are presented in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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imations for the extensive margin, while columns 4 to 6 contain 

stimations for the intensive margin. The signs of the coefficients 

stimated with IV are consistent with those of the OLS estimations 

ound in Tables 4 to 6 . More specifically, we find significant neg- 

tive coefficients for the non-interacted terms and positive coeffi- 

ients for the interaction terms, which are statistically significant 

or the market-discipline variable SENIOR . 19 

For easier interpretation of our results, in Fig. 4 we plot the 

arginal effects for the covered bond variables corresponding to 

olumns 2 and 5 of Table 7 as a function of the ratio of bank liq-

idity (left-hand side) and the share of senior unsecured debthold- 
A.10 contains the first-stage estimations. Panel A contains the nine first-stage re- 

ressions for the extensive margin (corresponding to columns 1-3 of Table 7 ), and 

anel B contains the first-stage regressions for the intensive margin (columns 4-6 

f Table 7 ). Given that two of the instrumented variables are the interaction of the 

overed bond variable with bank liquidity and seniority respectively, we expect a 

ositive coefficient for variable CB OTHERS, LIQUIDITY (or SENIOR , respectively), or 

he interaction between these two variables. We find indeed a positive coefficient 

or at least one of these terms. 
19 There are two plausible explanations for the larger IV coefficients relative to 

heir OLS counterparts. The first one is an OLS underestimation of the effect of cov- 

red bonds on bank risk due to simultaneity bias. The second is that IVs estimate 

he Local Average Treatment Effects (LATE), i.e., the effect on the “compliers” (in- 

uitively, these are banks that increase or decrease their own use of covered bonds 

n line with the country’s trend), while OLS estimates the average treatment effect 

ATE) on all individuals. Given that covered bonds are measured with a lag, the 

econd explanation is most likely to drive the differences. 
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rs (right-hand side) for the extensive margin (Panel A ) and the 

ntensive margin (Panel B ). The results are similar to those in 

ig. 3 but estimated with less precision due to the lower efficiency 

f the IV estimates. The figure shows that there is a range of liq- 

idity values (lower than 20% of total assets) and senior liabilities 

lower than 20% of total liabilities) for which an increase in asset 

ncumbrance in the intensive margin leads to a statistically signif- 

cant increase in the bank’s risk. 

.2. The crisis and increases in covered bond use among risky banks 

Another concern that is not fully addressed in the previous sec- 

ion is that our results might be driven by an unobserved time- 

arying factor that increased banks’ expected riskiness and at the 

ame time increased the use of covered bonds for a set of banks 

ithin a given country group. Indeed, our sample period includes 

he disruptive period from 2008 to 2012. This period includes the 

nancial crisis and the subsequent European sovereign debt cri- 

is. Consequently, it is characterized by an overall increase in risk 

mong European banks. During this period, the ECB launched sev- 

ral “covered bond purchase programs” to increase banks’ incen- 

ives to use covered bonds as a funding instrument. These pro- 

rams were designed to abet banks’ access to long-term funding 

nd to alleviate the lack of confidence between banks that led to 

 halt in interbank market activity at the height of the financial 

risis. However, these programs were introduced precisely at the 
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Fig. 4. IV estimates of the marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different liquidity and market discipline levels. 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the instrumental variables estimates of the marginal effect of covered 

bonds on banks’ distance to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s level of liquidity (as measured by LIQUIDITY , the ratio of liquid assets to total assets, panels on left-hand 

side) or the share of senior unsecured liabilities (as measured by SENIOR , panels on right-hand side). Panel A illustrates the marginal effect of using covered bonds ( CB USER ) 

on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 2 of Table 7 . Panel B illustrates the marginal effect 

of the covered bond ratio ( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 5 of Table 7 . 

Vertical lines correspond to percentiles in the distribution of LIQUIDITY and SENIOR. 
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ime of increased risk in the European banking sector. This leads 

o well-founded inverse causality concerns regarding our previous 

esults (i.e., that the banks that were more affected by the crisis 

ithin a given country group were those that increased their use 

f covered bonds the most). 

We address this problem by estimating the coefficients for the 

on-crisis years. If the driver of the results in Tables 4 to 6 is

reater use of covered bonds by the banks that were more af- 

ected by the crisis, we should find no effect for the coefficients 

f the CB variables in the non-crisis years. The results of this anal- 

sis are reported in Table 8 , and a graph of the marginal effects

orresponding to specifications 3 and 8 is presented in Fig. 5 . The 

esults do not qualitatively differ from those in Tables 4 to 6 , which

uggests that reverse causality between risk and the use of covered 

onds plays a limited role due to a heterogeneous effect of the cri- 

is on the sample banks within each country group. Interestingly, 

he insignificant coefficients of the interaction term CB × LIQUID- 

TY contrast with the significant ones during the crisis years (Ta- 

le IA.8). This finding suggests, in line with Ahnert et al. (2019) , 

hat bank liquidity plays a crucial role during periods of financial 

tress. 

.3. Decrease in covered bond use among safer banks 

A related concern is that our results may be driven by banks 

hat simultaneously reduced their reliance on covered bonds as 

 funding instrument and were significantly less affected by the 

008–2012 crisis. In particular, the use of covered bonds fell sig- 

ificantly during our sample period in Germany, which was less 

ffected by the crisis than the other countries in our sample 

see Panel B of Table IA.2 in the Internet Appendix). This was 
14 
ost likely the result of the removal of government guarantees 

or all liabilities of the German Landesbanken in 2005, which led 

o a notable reduction in the issuance of bonds, including cov- 

red bonds ( Fischer et al., 2014 ). To the extent that banks in Ger-

any were less affected by the financial crisis than the rest of 

he banks in our sample, we would expect a simultaneous de- 

rease in the use of covered bonds and a reduction in the risk of 

hese banks, which might lead to the results observed in Tables 4 

o 6 . 

To address this concern, we repeat the estimations in 

able 6 after excluding German banks from the sample. The results 

re presented in Table 9 , while the marginal effects correspond- 

ng to specifications 3 and 8 are illustrated in Fig. 6 . This robust-

ess check largely confirms our previous findings and suggest that 

hese inverse causality concerns do not play a significant role in 

ur main estimations. 

Overall, the tests in Tables 7 to 9 , with the accompanying 

stimates of marginal effects contained in Figs. 4 to 6 , imply 

hat our main findings are not driven by reverse causality or by 

n omitted variable that simultaneously affects the use of cov- 

red bonds and increases banks’ risk. Thus, we conclude with 

he observation that the impact of asset encumbrance on bank 

isk can be affected by unsecured senior debtholders and liquidity 

uffers. 

. Conclusion 

This study investigates whether and to which extent asset en- 

umbrance, or the ring-fencing of certain assets for protected 

ebtholders, affects bank risk. Using a sample of publicly listed Eu- 

opean banks, we start our analysis by showing that an increase in 
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Table 8 

Asset encumbrance, liquidity, market discipline, and bank risk: Estimations excluding crisis years (2008–2012). 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

CB USER -2.353 ∗∗∗ -1.720 ∗∗∗ -1.104 ∗∗ -0.901 -0.718 

(-3.562) (-2.709) (-2.094) (-1.425) (-1.352) 

CB RATIO -31.974 ∗∗∗ -27.849 ∗∗∗ -29.455 ∗∗∗ -24.188 ∗∗ -28.798 ∗∗∗

(-3.039) (-3.024) (-3.416) (-2.546) (-3.104) 

LIQUIDITY -0.170 1.217 0.078 -0.435 -0.506 -1.288 0.264 -0.008 0.201 -1.009 

(-0.113) (0.728) (0.050) (-0.263) (-0.317) (-0.759) (0.151) (-0.005) (0.141) (-0.659) 

SENIOR -4.808 ∗∗∗ -2.374 -0.928 -3.003 ∗ -1.578 -4.928 ∗∗ -3.786 -4.355 ∗ -5.195 ∗∗ -6.369 ∗∗∗

(-3.436) (-1.498) (-0.712) (-1.954) (-1.171) (-2.594) (-1.407) (-1.678) (-2.121) (-2.753) 

CB × LIQUIDITY 0.955 0.639 -0.040 0.153 -0.439 40.414 ∗ 25.303 25.867 23.951 25.925 

(0.453) (0.312) (-0.019) (0.076) (-0.210) (1.682) (1.398) (1.467) (1.245) (1.394) 

CB × SENIOR 3.882 ∗∗∗ 3.309 ∗∗∗ 2.591 ∗∗ 1.914 1.946 ∗ 45.359 ∗∗ 49.815 ∗∗ 52.259 ∗∗ 36.701 41.847 ∗∗

(2.715) (2.858) (2.401) (1.554) (1.767) (2.032) (2.255) (2.480) (1.598) (2.104) 

CAPITAL 29.615 ∗∗∗ 30.340 ∗∗∗ 26.208 ∗∗∗ 28.201 ∗∗∗ 13.253 ∗ 17.796 ∗∗ 16.046 ∗∗ 19.773 ∗∗∗

(4.635) (5.275) (4.781) (5.682) (1.749) (2.491) (2.538) (3.340) 

SIZE 0.011 0.378 0.046 0.403 -0.883 -1.039 ∗ -0.906 ∗ -1.207 ∗∗

(0.027) (1.060) (0.116) (1.128) (-1.499) (-1.730) (-1.880) (-2.550) 

LOANS 1.999 2.663 0.756 1.723 1.636 0.933 -0.657 -1.174 

(1.230) (1.653) (0.491) (1.080) (0.539) (0.282) (-0.206) (-0.385) 

No. of obs. 492 492 492 492 492 274 274 274 274 274 

R 2 0.577 0.615 0.665 0.670 0.698 0.641 0.659 0.678 0.708 0.733 

Country controls N N Y N Y N N Y N Y 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds under different levels of bank liquidity and market 

discipline. The analysis is performed on the subsample of non-crises years (columns 1–5) and on the corresponding subsample of banks with outstanding covered bonds 

(columns 6–10). The dependent variable is the bank’s distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding 

covered bonds ( CB USER ; columns 1–5) or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10); the ratio 

of the bank’s liquid assets to its total assets ( LIQUIDITY ); the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities to its total liabilities ( SENIOR ); the interaction between either CB USER 

or CB RATIO and LIQUIDITY; and the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and SENIOR . Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized 

at the 1% and 99% levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. Specifications in columns 3, 5, 8, and 10 contain country controls ( GDP GROWTH, 

COUNTRY SPREAD , and � HOUSE PRICE ). All specifications include bank fixed effects. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 6-8 contain year fixed effects. Specifications in 

columns 4–5 and 9–10 contain country group × year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Fig. 5. Estimates of the marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different liquidity and market discipline levels: Estimations excluding crisis years 

(2008–2012). 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates of the marginal effect of covered bonds on banks’ distance 

to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s level of liquidity (as measured by LIQUIDITY , the ratio of liquid assets to total assets, panels on left-hand side) or the share of senior 

unsecured liabilities (as measured by SENIOR , panels on right-hand side) for the subsample of non-crises years. Panel A illustrates the marginal effect of using covered bonds 

( CB USER ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 3 of Table 8 . Panel B illustrates the marginal 

effect of the covered bond ratio ( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 8 of 

Table 8 . Vertical lines correspond to percentiles in the distribution of LIQUIDITY and SENIOR. 
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Table 9 

Asset encumbrance, liquidity, market discipline, and bank funding risk: Estimations excluding German banks. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

CB USER -2.731 ∗∗∗ -2.046 ∗∗∗ -1.845 ∗∗∗ -1.361 ∗∗ -1.312 ∗∗

(-4.220) (-2.997) (-2.877) (-2.281) (-2.250) 

CB RATIO -28.326 ∗∗∗ -23.193 ∗∗∗ -22.311 ∗∗∗ -21.523 ∗∗∗ -22.418 ∗∗∗

(-4.792) (-4.530) (-4.440) (-4.224) (-4.158) 

LIQUIDITY -0.750 -0.726 -0.536 -1.806 -1.488 -1.138 -0.529 -0.573 -0.810 -1.229 

(-0.477) (-0.408) (-0.308) (-1.118) (-0.888) (-0.694) (-0.361) (-0.376) (-0.643) (-0.964) 

SENIOR -5.638 ∗∗∗ -3.162 ∗∗ -2.575 ∗ -3.548 ∗∗∗ -3.207 ∗∗ -5.235 ∗∗∗ -3.387 ∗∗ -3.134 ∗∗ -4.307 ∗∗∗ -4.758 ∗∗∗

(-4.263) (-2.104) (-1.839) (-2.636) (-2.444) (-3.812) (-2.135) (-2.003) (-2.747) (-3.007) 

CB × LIQUIDITY 2.889 2.934 2.368 2.043 1.856 71.573 ∗∗∗ 62.135 ∗∗∗ 61.601 ∗∗ 53.980 ∗∗ 51.035 ∗∗

(1.445) (1.369) (1.109) (1.032) (0.931) (2.865) (2.682) (2.638) (2.189) (2.034) 

CB × SENIOR 3.597 ∗∗∗ 2.795 ∗∗ 2.663 ∗∗ 2.008 ∗ 2.000 ∗∗ 26.729 29.737 ∗ 28.919 ∗ 28.664 ∗ 28.892 ∗

(3.060) (2.437) (2.555) (1.964) (2.049) (1.613) (1.764) (1.758) (1.741) (1.778) 

CAPITAL 28.070 ∗∗∗ 24.454 ∗∗∗ 24.721 ∗∗∗ 23.089 ∗∗∗ 17.556 ∗∗∗ 16.982 ∗∗∗ 15.996 ∗∗∗ 17.676 ∗∗∗

(6.846) (5.864) (6.404) (6.090) (3.058) (2.814) (2.933) (3.306) 

SIZE -0.428 -0.122 -0.493 -0.225 -0.583 -0.456 -0.577 -0.605 

(-1.039) (-0.328) (-1.287) (-0.603) (-1.209) (-0.862) (-1.298) (-1.302) 

LOANS -0.548 0.594 -0.801 -0.118 -0.127 0.196 -0.531 -0.717 

(-0.390) (0.416) (-0.548) (-0.077) (-0.064) (0.097) (-0.231) (-0.313) 

No. of obs. 736 736 736 736 736 427 427 427 427 427 

R 2 0.569 0.608 0.626 0.650 0.656 0.662 0.676 0.677 0.706 0.713 

Country Controls N N Y N Y N N Y N Y 

Bank FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Year FE Y Y Y N N Y Y Y N N 

Country group × Year FE N N N Y Y N N N Y Y 

This table reports the coefficient estimates of an OLS regression of overall bank risk on the use of covered bonds under different levels of bank liquidity. The analysis 

is performed on the subsample of all non-German banks (columns 1–5) and on the subsample of such banks with outstanding covered bonds (columns 6–10). The 

dependent variable is the bank’s distance to default ( DTD ). The main explanatory variables are: a dummy that identifies the banks with outstanding covered bonds ( CB 

USER ; columns 1–5) or the ratio of the amount of the bank’s total outstanding covered bonds to its total assets ( CB RATIO ; columns 6–10); the ratio of the bank’s liquid 

assets to its total assets ( LIQUIDITY ); the ratio of the bank’s senior liabilities to its total liabilities ( SENIOR ); the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and 

LIQUIDITY; and the interaction between either CB USER or CB RATIO and SENIOR . Control variables are defined in Table 1 . All variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% 

levels. All bank-level explanatory variables are lagged one period. Specifications in columns 3, 5, 8, and 10 contain country controls ( GDP GROWTH, COUNTRY SPREAD , and 

� HOUSE PRICE ). All specifications include bank fixed effects. Specifications in columns 1–3 and 8–9 contain year fixed effects. Specifications in columns 4–5 and 9–10 

contain country group × year fixed effects. Robust t -statistics are clustered at the bank level and are shown in parentheses. 
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Fig. 6. Marginal effect of covered bond usage on distance to default for different liquidity and market discipline levels: Estimations excluding German Banks. 

This figure contains the point estimates (solid line) and 90% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the estimates of the marginal effect of covered bonds on banks’ distance 

to default ( DTD ) according to the bank’s level of liquidity (as measured by LIQUIDITY , the ratio of liquid assets to total assets, panels on left-hand side) or the share of senior 

unsecured liabilities (as measured by SENIOR , panels on right-hand side) on the subsample of all non-German banks. Panel A illustrates the marginal effect of using covered 

bonds ( CB USER ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 3 of Table 9 . Panel B illustrates the 

marginal effect of the covered bond ratio ( CB RATIO ) on a bank’s distance to default as a function of the bank’s liquidity ratio. The estimates correspond to those in column 

8 of Table 9 . Vertical lines correspond to percentiles in the distribution of LIQUIDITY and SENIOR. 
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sset encumbrance does not significantly affect the risk for the av- 

rage bank in our sample. However, we demonstrate that asset en- 

umbrance significantly affects the risk associated with unsecured 

ebt by effectively reducing the seniority of these claims. Specifi- 

ally, the price of insurance against unsecured debtholders’ default 

isk rises as asset encumbrance increases. This suggests that hold- 

rs of unsecured debt should have more incentives to monitor the 

isk associated with a bank’s assets following a rise in asset en- 

umbrance, as they should desire to reduce their expected losses. 

e therefore propose that the effect of asset encumbrance on risk 

an be explained by taking into account the market discipline ef- 

ect exerted by the bank’s existing creditors. 

In line with our conjecture, we find that banks with a smaller 

roportion of monitoring debtholders experience an increase in 

isk following an increase in asset encumbrance. Symmetrically, 

anks with larger proportions of monitoring debtholders are able 

o mitigate the increase in risk arising from asset encumbrance. We 

lso test whether asset encumbrance can lead to higher funding 

ragility by reducing the amount of unencumbered collateral that 

an be liquidated to service early withdrawals. In this regard, we 

how that the relation between bank risk and asset encumbrance 

an be affected by the amount of liquidity on a bank’s balance 

heet. In other words, an increase in encumbrance leads to greater 

nstability only if banks do not have enough liquidity buffers to 

ervice early withdrawals. 

To the best of our knowledge, our finding that the proportion of 

xisting debtholders whose priority is affected by the asset encum- 

rance affects the relation between encumbrance and bank risk 

s new. Our analysis suggests that policymakers should assess the 

enefits of encumbrance relative to the potential costs of an in- 

rease in risk given the structure of not only the bank’s liquid as- 

ets of the bank but also its liabilities, especially the intensity of 

onitoring by existing stakeholders. 

In summary, the issuance of covered bonds has ambiguous ef- 

ects in terms of financial stability. On the one hand, covered bonds 

epresent a more conservative asset class, which becomes partic- 

larly appealing during times of financial turbulence. They can 

lso provide banks with an additional source of funding during 

imes of market turmoil. On the other hand, covered bonds may 

ave undesired effects in terms of risk-taking and fragility. 20 Our 

tudy shows that whether the positive or negative effects of en- 

umbrance on risk prevail largely depends on the structure of the 

anks’ assets (liquidity) and liabilities (existing unsecured debt- 

olders). 

Policymakers have acknowledged the importance of the struc- 

ure of banks’ assets and liabilities for the effect of encumbrance 

n risk. Indeed, regulators in some jurisdictions have adopted a cap 

n encumbered assets that depends on the bank’s assets (e.g., a 4% 

atio in Canada; an 8% ratio in Australia and Belgium), the bank’s 

iabilities (e.g., a 4% ratio in the United States), or both the bank’s 

ssets and capitalization (e.g., in Italy). The results of our study 
20 In the European Union, the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) 

ight have worsened these effects. As they are typically exempt from bail-in in case 

f the resolution of a bank under the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive and 

he Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation (SRMR), covered bonds benefit from 

nhanced protection against financial distress of the issuer, as a resolution is un- 

ikely to result in the direct enforcement of the recourse against the cover pool. In 

act, for a covered bondholder to suffer a loss, a bank would need to run into finan- 

ial distress and the bail-in of senior unsecured creditors should be insufficient to 

esolve the bank crisis. The government would then have to decline to bail out the 

ank given the failure of the bail-in. Even if the bank defaulted on its bonds, the 

overed bondholder would gain ownership over the high-quality over-collateralized 

over pool, thus requiring a default of the issuer of these assets for the covered 

ond to experience a loss. 
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17
uggest that such limits might be more effective and better cali- 

rated if banks’ liquidity levels and their proportions of monitor- 

ng debtholders are also accounted for in the calculations. Indeed, 

arious regulators, such as the ECB and the Bank of England Pru- 

ential Regulation Authority, have recently pointed to the impor- 

ance of the interconnection between the encumbrance of assets 

nd the makeup of liquid asset buffers in banks’ Internal Liquidity 

dequacy Assessment Processes (ILAAP). 

Our results are based on a unique, albeit partial, measure of 

sset encumbrance—the amount of outstanding covered bonds is- 

ued by a bank. As such, our estimates should be interpreted as 

 lower bound for the effect of overall asset encumbrance on risk. 

n fact, the evidence that even a partial asset encumbrance mea- 

ure has material effects underpins the recommendation of the 

inancial Stability Board (2013) that banks should provide detailed 

sset encumbrance information in their annual accounts. This rec- 

mmendation was echoed in the EBA’s introduction of new guide- 

ines for disclosing asset encumbrance in 2014, the adoption of 

he European Covered Bond Council’s common Harmonised Trans- 

arency Template in 2016, and the inclusion of transparency provi- 

ions in the proposal for the EU Covered Bonds Directive of March 

018. 

Improved disclosure of asset encumbrance could not only help 

nvestors price debt more precisely, but also enable banks to main- 

ain an appropriate balance between secured and unsecured debt. 

t would also ensure that such price valuations and decisions are 

ased on a truthful representation of the asset encumbrance level 

ather than the uncertainty surrounding it. 
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Variable definitions. 

Variable Definition 

CB USER Dummy = 1 if the bank has outstanding covered bond

CB RATIO Ratio of the total amount of outstanding covered bon

DTD Distance to default. ∗

NPL RATIO Ratio of non-performing loans to total loans. 

SPREAD Average daily price—over the entire observed year—o

denominated in EUR with a “modified-modified” (MM

the impact of missing and stale spreads, we follow S

overall percentage of missing or stale spreads must n

length of the longest series of consecutive missing/st

SENIOR Ratio of senior liabilities (assets net of equity, depos

covered bonds) to total liabilities net of equity. 

DEPOSITS Ratio of total deposits to total liabilities. 

LIQUIDITY Ratio of liquid assets (cash and due from banks, trad

loans and advances to banks, reverse repos and cash

CAPITAL Ratio of equity to total assets. 

SIZE Natural logarithm of total assets. 

LOANS Ratio of total loans to total assets. 

GDP GROWTH Country-level GDP yearly growth rate. 

COUNTRY SPREAD Average daily price—over the entire observed year—o

contract denominated in USD. In order to mitigate th

overall percentage of missing or stale spreads must n

the longest series of consecutive missing/stale spread

� HOUSE PRICE Country-level yearly change in real house prices. 

CB OTHERS Ratio of covered bonds to total assets of the other pu

and year. 

All currencies have been converted in EUR. 

All variables, except GDP GROWTH, COUNTRY SPREAD, and �HOUSE PRICE have

values. 

∗A detailed description of the distance to default calculation method used by CR
∗∗Five years is the maturity of most liquid CDSs. 
∗∗∗Most European default swaps are transacted according to the “modified-mod
∗∗∗∗This problem is alleviated by the fact that CDS quotes are retrieved from M

dealers and aggregates them into a composite value, thus ensuring a reasonably
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